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Purpose: To investigate the predictive value of hemoglobin (Hb) to red blood cell distribution width (RDW) (Hb/RDW) ratio in 
combination with serum sodium for major adverse cardiovascular events (MACE) in elderly acute heart failure patients with preserved 
ejection fraction at 30 days after discharge.
Methods: 130 elderly acute heart failure patients with preserved ejection fraction were enrolled and followed up at 30 days after 
discharge. They were classified into the MACE group (n=11) and none-MACE group (n=119). On the day of admission, clinical 
baseline characteristics were measured and results from laboratory tests were gathered. The correlation and predictive value of Hb/ 
RDW and serum sodium with the occurrence of MACE at 30 days after discharge in acute heart failure patients with preserved ejection 
fraction in the elderly were analyzed.
Results: Spearman correlation analysis showed that the occurrence of MACE was negatively correlated with Hb/RDW, serum sodium 
(r=−0.209, r=0.291, p<0.05) and Hb/RDW (OR=0.484, 95% CI:0.254, 0.922), serum sodium (OR=0.779, 95% CI:0.646,0.939) were 
independent risk factors (p<0.05) analyzed by multifactorial logistic. Receiver operating characteristic curves (ROC) analysis showed 
that the area under the curve (AUC) for the prediction of MACE by Hb/RDW was 0.73, with an optimal threshold of 9.28, sensitivity 
81.80%, specificity 70.60%, positive predictive value (PPV) 20.50%, negative predictive value (NPV) 97.70%; the AUC of serum 
sodium for predicting the occurrence of MACE was 0.76, with an optimal threshold of 140.35 mmol/L, sensitivity 90.90%, specificity 
57.10%, PPV 16.40%, NPV 98.60%; and the AUC of Hb/RDW combined serum sodium to predict the occurrence of MACE was 0.83, 
with sensitivity 90.90%, specificity 78.20%, PPV 27.80% and NPV 98.90%.
Conclusion: Hb/RDW and serum sodium had negative correlation with MACE and were independent risk factors of 30-day MACE; 
Hb/RDW combined with serum sodium can predict 30-day MACE occurrence in elderly acute heart failure patients with preserved 
ejection fraction.
Keywords: hemoglobin to red cell blood distribution width ratio, serum sodium, acute heart failure, MACE, predictive value, elderly

Introduction
Heart failure (HF) is the end stage of various heart diseases and it is the fastest growing cardiovascular health burden 
worldwide.1 HF is a quintessential cardiovascular disease of the elderly, with the incidence increasing from 6% between 
the ages of 60 and 79 to 12% over the age of 80, while its incidence is likely to continue to rise in the future due to an 
aging population.2 The incidence of heart failure is likely to continue to rise as the population ages. Heart failure with 
preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF) is a complex cardiovascular syndrome with a left ventricular ejection fraction 
(LVEF) greater than or equal to 50%, which is characterized by a failure of the left ventricle to relax properly due to 
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cellular and structural cellular alterations. Inflammatory factors and metabolic abnormalities play an important role in the 
development of HFpEF. HFpEF is prevalent in elderly patients. Acute heart failure (AHF) is a syndrome, mainly 
associated with acute systemic congestion, manifesting as new-onset heart failure, or worsening of symptoms and signs 
of pre-existing heart failure. AHF has high morbidity and mortality. Therefore, for elderly AHF with preserved ejection 
fraction, simple and rapid identification of its high risk is of great clinical significance for improving rescue and 
prognosis.

Hemoglobin (Hb) is an important predictor of prognosis in heart failure, and low level of Hb usually indicates poor 
clinical status and prognosis. Red blood cell distribution width (RDW) is an important parameter for evaluating the 
variability of circulating red blood cell volume, and its elevation is associated with increased morbidity and mortality in 
patients with chronic heart failure. It was found that Hb/RDW-SD was negatively associated with 3-month readmission 
for heart failure3 and also found that Hb/RDW is a preferable prognostic index than Hb or RDW alone. In light of 
research advances which is mentioned above, Hb/RDW ratio may be a good option for prognostic assessment of elderly 
AHF patients with ejection fraction at 30 days after discharge. Serum sodium disorders are common in patients with HF, 
and hyponatremia is prevalent. Moreover, persistent hyponatremia after hospitalization has been shown to be associated 
with a 1.5 to 1.7-fold increase risk of 30-day readmission or mortality.4,5 In a word, Hb/ RDW combined serum sodium 
should be a better choice for elderly AHF patients with preserved ejection fraction when figuring out their risk of 
occurrence of major adverse cardiovascular events (MACE). However, there are few studies on the Hb/RDW ratio in 
AHF patients with preserved ejection fraction, especially in the elderly. Therefore, in this study, we proposed to observe 
the predictive value of Hb/RDW combined with serum sodium on the occurrence of 30-day MACE in the elderly acute 
heart failure patients with preserved ejection fraction after discharge.

Material and Methods
Study Population
130 elderly acute heart failure patients with preserved ejection fraction discharged from our hospital were selected for 
retrospective analysis. After follow-up, they were categorized into MACE group (11 cases) and none-MACE group (119 
cases) according to whether MACE occurred at 30 days of discharge. According to the 2021 ESC guidelines,6 the diagnosis 
of acute heart failure was performed and the diagnostic criteria for HFpEF were: (1) Symptoms and signs of HF. (2) An 
LVEF≥50% (Of note, patients with a history of overtly reduced LVEF≤40%, who later present with LVEF≥50%, should be 
considered to have recovered HFrEF or “HF with improved LVEF” (rather than HFpEF).) (3) Objective evidence of cardiac 
structural and/or functional abnormalities consistent with the presence of LV diastolic dysfunction/ raised LV filling 
pressures, including raised natriuretic peptides. (N-terminal pro-B-type natriuretic peptide (NT-proBNP) >125 (sinus 
rhythm) or B-type natriuretic peptide(BNP)>365 (atrial fibrillation) pg/mL >35 (sinus rhythm) or >105 (atrial fibrillation) 
pg/mL. Exclusion criteria included acute coronary syndrome, myocarditis, anemia, active hepatobiliary disease, severe 
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, severe liver disease (>3-fold maximum normal values of alanine aminotransferase 
and aspartate transaminase), and kidney insufficiency (>2-fold maximum normal value of creatinine).

Data Collection
The main categories of collected data included demographic data, baseline clinical characteristics, laboratory results, 
comorbidities, and ultrasonic parameters. The patient’s age, sex, height, weight, department where the patient was 
admitted, occupation and date of admission were indicated on the first page of the medical record. On the day of 
admission, basic clinical characteristics were measured: temperature, heart rate (HR), systolic blood pressure (SBP), 
diastolic blood pressure (DBP), and body mass index (BMI). The laboratory test results were obtained on the day of 
admission. Hematological parameters (including Hb and RDW) were measured using a SYSMEXXN3000 blood cell 
analyzer (Japan). Biochemical parameters (including serum sodium) were assayed using an ECKMAN COULTER 
AU5800 chemistry analyzer (USA). A COBAS H 232 cardiac system analyzer (Switzerland) was used to detect NT- 
proBNP levels.
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Statistical Analysis
SPSS (version 22.0; SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA) was used for data analysis. Continuous variables are presented as mean 
±SD for values with normal distributions, median (quartiles) for skewed distributions and frequency or percentile for 
categorical variables. Group means and proportions were compared for significant differences using one-way ANOVA 
(normal distribution), Kruskal–Wallis H-test (skewed distribution) and chi-square test (categorical variables). 
Correlations were evaluated using the Spearman’s rank correlation test. Receiver operating characteristic curves 
(ROCs) were used for Hb/RDW and serum sodium to determine the predictive value of Hb/RDW combined with 
serum sodium on the occurrence of 30-day MACE in elderly acute heart failure patients with preserved ejection fraction. 
Areas under the curve (AUCs) were constructed, and 95% confidence intervals (CI) were calculated. We used the 
maximum Yuden index to define the optimal cut-off values, sensitivity, and specificity. p-value <0.05.

Results
General Clinical Information and Baseline Characteristics of Blood and Biochemical 
Indicators
The number of age, sex, smoking, alcohol consumption, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, cerebrovascular disease, atrial 
fibrillation were compared between the MACE group and the no-MACE group, with no statistical significance (p>0.05), 
and the number of prevalent cases of coronary artery disease in the MACE group was significantly higher than that of the 
none-MACE group in the group [10(90.90%),58(50.90%)], with a statistical difference (p<0.05). The red blood cell, urea 
nitrogen, creatinine, and NT-proBNP levels in the MACE group were significantly higher than in the none-MACE group, 
with statistical differences (p<0.05). The levels of Hb/RDW and serum sodium in the MACE group were significantly 
reduced compared with those in the none-MACE group (8.78±1.38,10.04±1.66; 137.85 (131.25, 137.85) mmol/L, 141.40 
(139.00, 143.28) mmol/L), the difference was statistically significant (p<0.05). There was no statistically significant 
difference in medication use between the two groups of patients (p>0.05). (Table 1)

Spearman Correlation Analysis
Using Spearman’s method, Hb/RDW, serum sodium, and red blood cell levels had a significant negative correlation with 
MACE (r=−0.209, r=−0.291, and r=−0.208) (p < 0.05), and the levels of creatinine and NT-proBNP were significantly 
and positively correlated with MACE (r = 0.348, r = 0.351, p<0.05). (Table 2)

Table 1 General Clinical Information and Baseline Characteristics of Blood and Biochemical Indicators

MACE Group (n=11) None-MACE Group (n=119) T/Z/X2 value P-value

Age 75.50(71.25,82.25) 73.00(63.00,79.25) −1.672 0.095
Sex (male/female) 4/7 52/67 0.221 0.638

Smoker (%) 2(18.20) 36(31.00) 1.045 0.590

Drinker (%) 4(36.40) 22(19.00) 1.929 0.381
Hypertension (%) 10(90.90) 103 (86.60) 0.168 0.682

DM (%) 6(54.50) 37(31.90) 2.301 0.129

Coronary Heart Disease (%) 10(90.90) 58(50.90) 6.481 0.011
Cerebrovascular Disease (%) 0(0.00) 20(17.70) - 0.209

Atrial fibrillation (%) 0(0.00) 13(11.60) - 0.604

COPD (%) 1(9.10) 12(10.70) 0.028 0.867
BMI 25.54(22.79,28.71) 24.94(22.80,28.12) −0.127 0.899

SBP (mmHg) 151.55±53.06 158.76±33.03 0.654 0.515

DBP (mmHg) 79.00(70.00,79.00) 81.00(70.00,91.25) −0.922 0.357
HR (pbm) 81.64±13.95 83.38±20.09 0.281 0.779

(Continued)
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Independent Risk Factors and ROCs Analysis
Multifactorial logistic regression analysis showed that Hb/RDW [OR = 0.484, 95% CI (0.254,0.922)], serum sodium 
[OR = 0.779, 95% CI (0.646,0.939)], and creatinine [OR = 1.306, 95% CI (1.005,1.068)] were independent risk 
factors of MACE at 30 days for the elder acute heart failure patients with preserved ejection fraction after discharge 
(p<0.05). By drawing ROCs, the area under the curve (AUC) of Hb/RDW for predicting the occurrence of MACE 
was 0.73, with a cutoff value of 9.28, a sensitivity of 81.80%, a specificity of 70.60%, a positive predictive 
value(PPV) of 20.50%, and a negative predictive value(NPV) of 97.70%. The AUC of serum sodium for the 
prediction of MACE was 0.76, the cut-off value was 140.35mmol/L, the sensitivity was 90.90%, the specificity was 
57.10%, the PPV was 16.40%, and the NPV was 98.60%. For predicting MACE, the AUC of combination of Hb/ 
RDW and sodium was 0.83, the sensitivity was 90.90%, the specificity was 78.20%, and the PPV was 98.90% and 
the NPV was 27.80%. (Tables 3 and 4) (Figure 1)

Table 1 (Continued). 

MACE Group (n=11) None-MACE Group (n=119) T/Z/X2 value P-value

RBC(1012/L) 3.68±0.43 4.30±0.83 2.409 0.017

WBC(109/L) 8.95(6.86,15.03) 8.08(6.19,10.26) −1.410 0.159
ALT(U/L) 15.59(12.25,28.75) 18.50(12.40,32.40) −0.590 0.555

AST(U/L) 25.00(17.50,35.75) 27.50(19.00,46.04) −0.138 0.890

GLU(mmol/L) 9.76(7.18,14.34) 6.24(5.30,7.54) −1.790 0.073
BUN(mmol/L) 10.44(5.84,10.44) 6.71(5.25,9.11) −2.070 0.038

SCR(μmol/L) 133.00(72.50, 158.85) 84.00(60.00, 102.73) −2.573 0.010

SUA(μmol/L) 371.73±108.73 367.32±117.77 −0.119 0.905
TC(mmol/L) 4.68±1.37 4.50±1.24 −0.456 0.649

TG(mmol/L) 1.17(0.77,1.61) 1.25(0.83,1.93) −0.682 0.495

Serum potassium (mmol/L) 4.38(3.63,4.79) 4.10(3.77,4.39) −1.063 0.288
Serum sodium (mmol/L) 137.85(131.25, 137.85) 141.40(139.00, 143.28) −2.865 0.004

Serum chlorine (mmol/L) 99.92±9.67 100.01±4.31 1.048 0.319

NT-proBNP(ng/L) 10,841.50(4031.25, 16,479.00) 1275.00(369.00, 4294.00) −3.476 0.001
Hb/RDW 8.78±1.38 10.04±1.66 2.416 0.017

Medications

Aspirin(%) 6(54.50) 77(64.70) 0.450 0.502
Clopidogrel(%) 3(27.30) 51(43.20) 1.051 0.305

ACEI/ARB(%) 7(63.60) 86(72.30) 0.369 0.544
Statins(%) 6(54.50) 60(50.4) 0.069 0.793

β-blocker(%) 5(44.50) 53(44.50) 0.003 0.953

Diuretic(%) 6(54.50) 75(63.0) 0.308 0.579

Abbreviations: DM, diabetes mellitus; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; BMI, body mass index; SBP, systolic blood pressure; DBP, diastolic 
blood pressure; HR, heart rate; BUN, blood urea nitrogen; WBC, white blood cells; RBC, red blood cell; SCR, serum creatinine; TC, total cholesterol; TG, 
triglyceride; ALT, alanine aminotransferase; AST, aspartate aminotransferase; GLU, glucose; NT-proBNP, N-terminal prohormone brain natriuretic peptide; 
SUA, serum uric acid; Hb, hemoglobin; RDW, red cell distribution width; ACEI, angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors; ARB, angiotensin receptor blocker.

Table 2 Spearman Correlation Analysis of MACE Occurrence

RBC SCR Serum sodium NT-proBNP Hb/RDW

r-value −0.208 0.348 −0.291 0.351 −0.209
P-value 0.017 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.017

Abbreviations: RBC, red blood cell; SCR, serum creatinine; NT-proBNP, N-terminal prohormone 
brain natriuretic peptide; MACE, major adverse cardiovascular events.
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Discussion
Our study indicated that the levels of Hb/RDW and serum sodium were lower in the MACE group than in the none- 
MACE group. They were negatively associated with MACE and were independent risk factors of the 30-day MACE. Hb/ 
RDW combined with serum sodium can predict 30-day MACE occurrence in the elderly acute heart failure patients with 
preserved ejection fraction.

In recent years, the incidence and prevalence of heart failure is increasing year by year globally, affecting nearly 
23 million people, with a high prevalence especially among the elderly population, and the number of hospitalizations 

Table 3 Logistic Analysis of Risk Factors for the Occurrence of MACE

B SE Wald OR 95% CI P-value

SCR(μmol/L) 0.035 0.016 5.090 1.306 1.005–1.068 0.024
Serum sodium (mmol/L) −0.250 0.095 6.838 0.779 0.646–0.939 0.009

Hb/RDW −0.725 0.329 4.872 0.484 0.254–0.922 0.027

Abbreviations: MACE, major adverse cardiovascular events; SCR, serum creatinine; Hb, hemoglobin; RDW, red cell distribution 
width.

Table 4 ROCs Analysis of the Hb/RDW, Serum Sodium Predictive Value on MACE Occurrence in Acute Heart Failure with 
Ejection Fraction Retention in the Elderly

AUC  
(95% CI)

Cutoff  
value

SEN (%) SPE (%) PPV (%) NPV (%) P-value

Hb/RDW 0.73(0.57,0.89) 9.28 81.80 70.60 20.50 97.70 0.012
Serum sodium (mmol/L) 0.76(0.62,0.90) 140.35 90.90 57.10 16.40 98.60 0.004

Hb/RDW combined Serum sodium 0.83(0.72,0.95) - 90.90 78.20 27.80 98.90 0.000

Abbreviations: MACE, major adverse cardiovascular events; Hb, hemoglobin; RDW, red cell distribution width; AUC, area under the curve; SEN, sensibility; 
SPE, specificity; PPV, positive predictive value; NPV, negative predictive value.

Figure 1 AUCs of Hb/RDW, Serum sodium and combination of them to predict the MACE at 30 days.
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and deaths due to heart failure is on the rise. According to China’s National Bureau of Statistics 2020, by the end of 2019, 
there were approximately 254 million people over the age of 60, accounting for 18.1% of the total population7. HFpEF is 
the dominant form of HF in the older population. The most often mentioned prevalence estimate for the adult population 
at large is 2% (1–3%), and 5–9% selectively in those aged 65 years and over.8,9 AHF is a new onset or worsening of heart 
failure signs and symptoms and is the most common cause of unplanned hospitalization in patients 65 years of age.10 

Therefore, it is particularly important to effectively identify the occurrence of MACE at 30 days when the elderly acute 
heart failure patients with preserved ejection fraction discharge, which can provide effective treatment for the patients for 
improving prognosis.

To our knowledge, Hb reflects the level of malnutrition and inflammation in the body, which is a marker of the 
severity of heart failure and is an important predictor of the prognosis of heart failure. RDW is the range of variability in 
the size or shape of red blood cell volume, and is an indicator of the average heterogeneity of red blood cell volume in 
routine blood tests. Initially, higher levels of RDW were used to identify malnutritional anemia due to the deficiency of 
iron, folate, and vitamin B12. Duchnowski P11 et al showed that RDW could predict various cardiovascular diseases. 
Currently, RDW has gradually become a strong predictor of heart failure. Several studies in recent years have shown that 
Hb/RDW may be a better predictor of disease than a single indicator. This concept was first proposed by Sun12 et al and 
was demonstrated in patients with esophageal squamous cell carcinoma. Subsequently, Qu13 et al demonstrated that Hb/ 
RDW is an independent risk factor for predicting frailty in coronary patients. Therefore, our study investigated the effect 
of Hb/RDW on short-term prognosis in elderly acute heart failure patients with preserved ejection fraction. The results 
showed that Hb/RDW was significantly lower in the MACE group than in the none-MACE group and was negatively 
correlated with the occurrence of MACE. Hb/RDW is an independent risk factor for MACE. This is due to the damage of 
cardiomyocytes in HFpEF patients, the cell membrane permeability increases and the osmotic pressure of tissue fluid 
rises, leading to the accumulation of a large amount of water in the body, which causes an increase in cardiac load and 
blood dilution, and a decrease in the secretion of erythropoietin and iron-regulating hormone, which affects the secretion 
of transferrin and the absorption of iron from food, and the appearance of a decrease in Hb.14 In addition, due to the 
significant elevation of pro-inflammatory cytokines in the body fluids of patients with HFpEF, RDW increases by 
enhancing oxidative stress, inhibiting bone marrow, impairing iron mobilization and inhibiting erythropoietin-induced 
erythrocyte maturation.14 Moreover, when AHF occurs, glomerular filtration rate decreases in patients, tubular water and 
sodium reabsorption increases, blood volume increases, leading to sodium retention and dilutional anemia, as well as 
a decrease in Hb;15 at the same time, due to inflammatory response and oxidative damage, erythropoietic cell maturation 
is affected in the bone marrow, which results in altered morphology of erythropoiesis and affects its overall homogeneity, 
causing an increase in RDW level. Therefore, the lower the Hb/RDW, the worse the short-term prognosis of acute heart 
failure with preserved ejection fraction in the elderly. Further ROC analysis showed that Hb/RDW has a good predictive 
value for the occurrence of 30-day MACE in elderly acute heart failure patients with preserved ejection fraction.

Patients with AHF are prone to hyponatremia due to activation of the renin angiotensin system and elevated levels of 
antidiuretic hormone. Serum sodium disorder during HF episodes correlates with poor clinical prognosis. Several studies 
have demonstrated that patients with chronic heart failure, HFpEF, heart failure with reduced ejection fraction, and AHF 
combined with hyponatremia have increased hospital mortality rates, increased rates of unplanned rehospitalization.16–19 

Matsue et al19 found that persistently low serum sodium level was a better predictor of prognosis in patients with HF. 
Davison’study20 demonstrated that lower serum sodium levels in patients with heart failure were associated with 
readmission within 30 days of discharge and death within 90 days. In our study, serum sodium was significantly 
lower in the MACE group than in the none- MACE group and correlation analysis showed that serum sodium was 
negatively correlated with MACE, which indicated that the lower the serum sodium level, the more likely MACE occur 
in elderly acute heart failure patients with preserved ejection fraction. This is due to sodium is a key substance in the 
systolic and diastolic regulation of cardiomyocytes, and a decrease in sodium concentration will aggravate heart failure.21 

Through multifactor regression analysis, we found that serum sodium was an independent risk factor for the occurrence 
of MACE at 30 days. Further ROC analysis showed that when serum sodium was less than or equal to 140.35 mmol/l, it 
had strong sensitivity and positive predictive value for predicting the occurrence of MACE at 30 days. Therefore, serum 
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sodium has a good predictive value for the short-term prognosis of acute heart failure in the elderly with preserved 
ejection fraction.

Based on the above research, we further combined Hb/RDW with serum sodium to perform ROC analysis, in order to 
observe whether the combined index had better predictive value than the single index. Therefore, the following results 
were obtained: the AUC of the combined index for predicting the occurrence of MACE was 0.83, the sensitivity was 
90.90%, the specificity was 78.20%, the PPV was 27.80%, and the NPV was 98.90%. All were significantly higher than 
the single-indicator projection. Therefore, the application of combined indexes to predict the short-term prognosis of 
acute heart failure with preserved ejection fraction in the elderly has better sensitivity, specificity and positive predictive 
value.

In addition, coronary artery disease is the basis of heart failure, and the number of coronary artery disease was 
significantly higher in the MACE group than in the non-mace group, which consistented with previous studies. But all 
the patients with previous history of coronary artery diseases are subjected to corresponding treatment with no statistical 
difference in terms of the medication and the patients in both groups were stabilized.

Our experiment had shortcomings, First, this was a pilot study, and our sample size was limited. A larger sample size 
study will be needed to validate our results. Second, in our study, we only observed the value of Hb/RDW and serum 
sodium in predicting short-term prognosis at 30 days. Therefore, we need to investigate Hb/RDW and serum sodium in 
relation to long-term prognosis in the future.

In summary, due to Hb, RDW, and serum sodium play an important role in the development and progression of acute 
heart failure with preserved ejection fraction, combination of Hb/RDW and serum sodium can be used to assess the 
prognosis of acute heart failure in the elderly with preserved ejection fraction from different dimensions. Meanwhile, 
serum sodium, Hb, and RDW are routine clinical indicators, which are obtained conveniently and fastly. Therefore, 
combination Hb/RDW, serum sodium can be used as an effective indicator to assess the occurrence of MACE at 30 days 
after discharge in acute heart failure patients with preserved ejection fraction in the elderly.
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